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Tell Me
He Is We

No Capo!!

D                       
Stand in the mirror and
A                   G      Bm  A
Try to imagine forever
D
What does it look like
A                     G          Bm   A
Facing my greatest endeavor

Bm                          A
Suddenly closing my eyes
                                         G
Hands up for the very first time
                       D    A
Iâ€™m closing my eyes

D 
Tell me Dont give up
Bm
Tell me Theres someone out there
G
Give me a pure love
A
Give me a forever that we both can share

D
Show me its okay
Bm
Show me its all right
G
That Im far from crazy
A       
For living by faith and not by sight

Bm  G  A
Ohh

D
Will he be proud of
A
All the things Ive done
G               Bm   A
And my mistakes

D



Things that I regret
A
Wishing that I could forget
G                Bm  A
My heartbreaks

Bm
Suddenly closing my eyes
A
Hands up for the very first time
G                      D   A
Iâ€™m closing my eyes

D
Tell me Dont give up
Bm
Tell me Theres someone out there
G
Give me a pure love
A
Give me a forever that we both can share
D
Show me its okay
Bm
Show me its all right
G
That Im far from crazy
A
For living by faith and not by sight

Bm G A

Bm
Eyes can only see so far
A
Tired of wishing on all these stars
G
So I close my eyes and pray
A
Nothing comes to mind 
so I let my heart say

D
Tell me dont give up
Bm
Tell me theres someone out there
G
Give me a pure love
A
Give me a forever that we both can share
D
Show me its okay
Bm



Show me its all right
G
That Im far from crazy
A
For living by faith and not by sight

Tell me Dont give up
Tell me Theres someone out there
Give me a pure love
Give me a forever that we both can share

Show me its okay
Show me its all right
That Im far from crazy
For living by faith and not by sight

Give me a love
Give me a love
Give me a pure love

Give me a love
Give me a love
A pure love


